Movin’ On Up!
What you need to know if you are
considering migrating to a new
software platform.

Who This is For:

Professionals that own an internal or external community.
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Defining a
Community
Today’s organizations both large and small
own and manage communities for two
primary business uses:
Internal Communities
Internal communities serve as a company’s modern
intranet, knowledge management hub, or a collaborative
platform for their employees. Typically corporate
communications, information technology, or human
resources own their community platforms. These
communities are often part of the companies’ digital
workplace or productivity strategy to help modernize the
way employees work in an age of always connected and
social media savvy staff.

External Communities
Businesses also implement externally-facing collaborative
platforms so that they can better interact with their
customers and partners. External communities provide
two-way conversations for product marketing, customer
support, and partner engagement.
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Reasons to Move
Your Community
Why would a business consider migrating their
community to a new software platform?
Community matures and
has additional needs:

Software roadmap doesn’t
match client needs:

Many of our clients start with a
basic blogging tool or website
with simple collaborative features
but are looking for a more robust
platform to grow with them.

Some consider moving due to
issues related to the alignment of
vision with their current software
company. These businesses may
look at the future roadmap of the
software and believe there may be
an alternative platform with goals
and values that are more aligned
with the overall direction of their
digital workplace or customer
community.

Some of our clients are moving
from a related product, such as
a knowledge management tool.
Those companies may choose
to integrate that system with a
full-featured community or
migrate their existing data to
the new community.
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Customer dissatisfaction or
need to consolidate vendors
being used:

Customer mergers
and/or acquisitions drive
platform change:

Sometimes, the move is due to
satisfaction levels with the software
platform’s pace of innovation,
product support, up-time, as well
as the technology’s flexibility.

Finally, we also see moves occur
during merger and acquisition
activity or other consolidation
efforts. Clients find themselves
owning more than one community
or related product.

Specifically, the ability to integrate
with third-party products and the
availability of out-of-the-box
integrations.
Another reason, typically driven
by the information technology
department, is to consolidate the
technologies being used. They may
be a “Microsoft shop” or a heavy user
of Salesforce.com and wish to
leverage those vendor relationships
and buying power to use more of
their software and product offerings.
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A migration, sometimes multiple,
will allow the company to
consolidate their collaboration
efforts onto one software platform,
providing them with improved
business outcomes by having more
or all of their staff on the same tool.
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Breaking Down
the Community
Migration
A client’s effort to move to another community platform is a significant
project that requires the same care and professionalism as any other
important technology project. The execution and cut-over must occur
seamlessly. Companies and their users depend on the platform to
communicate and collaborate, which is mission-critical to their business.
In addition to the impact on users, there could be thousands, possibly
millions of pieces of content that need to be moved from one proprietary
format to another. For an internal community, this information is the
digital corporate memory of the organization. Having a difficult move to a
new software platform can lead to reputational damage.

We break the effort down into three main components:

Platform Selection
Content & Data Migration
Platform Configuration
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A useful metaphor may be to equate your community
migration with a personal move to a new home.

Platform Selection
The software selection is akin to selecting a new home.
There are many to choose from with a variety of attributes.
What you value is unique to your situation and will guide
your selection.

Content & Data Migration
The content migration is similar to moving all of your
furniture, boxes, and other personal belongings from one
home to another. In both cases, these are your important
possessions and assets, and if somehow they were lost or
damaged it would be very impactful.

Platform Configuration
Finally, the platform configuration is similar to the setting up
of your new home. How you lay out each room is unique to
its purpose. In some cases, you may set it up similar to how
you had it in your previous location (we refer to that as “lift
and shift”). In other cases, you may have new thoughts on
the room’s purpose or a better way to achieve the results
you are looking for.
Let’s look deeper into each area.
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Platform Selection

The most obvious of the three areas of focus is the need to investigate,
evaluate and select a new software platform for your community.
There are a wide variety of platforms to choose from in the market
with different degrees of focus.
Having a deep understanding of your current and near-term needs is
paramount before diving into the investigation and evaluation process.
Without that, you will be spinning your wheels and making little progress.

Some community platforms focus on publishing and
content management.
Others democratize content and information where the
activity feed is the heartbeat of the product.
Some are full-featured collaboration platforms that one
company may describe as robust and another may describe
as overwhelming.
Some are simple to use and set-up but lack third-party
integrations.
Each product has a different level of technical extensibility.
Meaning, some platforms are easier than others for the
customer or a third-party partner like Social Edge to
enhance with new widgets or integrate with other tools.

We can assist you in finding the right software platform to meet your specific needs.
Ask us about our Migration Questionnaire, which we created to help our clients prioritize
what to look for in a new platform.
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There are other dimensions our clients
consider outside of the purpose and
functionality of their community.
Some organizations prefer to
consolidate their technology to
one of the larger software
companies in the industry, like
Microsoft, IBM, SAP, Oracle,
or SFDC.
Others recognize the
importance of pure play
collaboration and prefer
community platforms with a
sole focus on this industry.
New players come into view each year.
Those newer companies that are only a
few years old (or less) are not burdened
by design decisions made years ago that
may box in more experienced players
from pivoting to the needs of today’s
consumers. However, while newer,
more nimble companies often perform
some functions at a best-of-class level,
other needs are not always addressed.

Kate Weaver
Director of Extranet
Communities
Heath Catalyst

“I emailed Social Edge,
explained our most important
community needs, and was sent
a list of several platforms to
consider, based on our needs
(size, audience, integrations,
and growth), and why each was
worth consideration.”

At Social Edge, we are continually
evaluating and expanding the software
partners we work with for both internal
and external facing communities. Many
times it is one or more of our 500+
clients that introduce us to a software
vendor we are not currently working
with to evaluate the platform and
possibly partner with them.
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Our Current Community Software Partners

Here is the most current list of software vendors we partner with
today. Some have situations where they can be leveraged for internal,
external or both.
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Additional Software Platforms

The following are companies and software products that deserve
special mention.

Microsoft’s dominant software footprint at millions of companies gives it a
unique advantage in the collaboration space. Products such as SharePoint,
Teams, Yammer, Skype for Business, Delve and O365 all play a role in the
community and collaboration offering. For us and the clients we work with,
we find that the majority of them are looking to integrate with some of
these tools, however they are not using a pure Microsoft stack solution for
their community needs.

Our clients are using Slack as an instant messaging tool and would like their
community to integrate with the product. However, we do not see clients
moving to Slack as their primary internal or external community solution at
this time.

Our external community clients are leveraging SFDC Service Cloud or
Zendesk for their call center support needs. We have assisted clients with
integrating these products into their community platforms to create
self-service and call deflection opportunities for their support teams.
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Content &
Data Migration

Our clients’ single largest concern is
the migration of content and data.
Most have owned and managed a
community for years and have an
enormous amount of company data,
intellectual property, and customer
insights that represents the collective
corporate memory of their organization.
The thought of possibly losing some or
all of this information is worrisome.
Let’s be clear. In over seven years of
executing dozens of community
migrations, we have never had a client
come to us and indicate that they had
lost any of the data they expected to
be in the new community. The
technology to move content from one
system to another (typically, via REST
API) is a solid and well-worn path by
software companies.
With the proper preparation and
expectation setting by your migration
service provider, you as a client should
expect that all of your content, files, and
data will successfully move to your new
community per the plan.

Helen Trim
Global Vice President,
Digital Marketing & Demand
Generation
Alfresco

“Social Edge was instrumental
in our community migration
and launch. Moving 75k pieces
of content from three disparate
systems required thoughtful
planning, organization and
ultimately their assistance in
the execution of the migration
was crucial. We were able to
preserve our 10 year history of
conversations and importantly
our search engine rankings
and traffic volumes.”

You will not lose any content!
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Social Edge’s Content
And Data Migration Preparation

Social Edge has performed dozens of migrations to and from over 30
different software platforms. We follow an industry standard process
across the technology field known as ETL (Extract, Transform
and Load).
Here are the preparatory steps, specific to the community industry, that we
take when working with a client to migrate their content and data to a new
community platform.

Analysis
Mapping Exercise
Tooling & Scripts for Automation
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Analysis
First, a platform to platform analysis occurs to inspect all of the available
REST APIs or other existing frameworks allowed to reliably move content and
data from one platform to another.

Mapping Exercise
Next, a content and data mapping exercise occurs between the
two platforms.
Most community platforms have common features such as a discussion or
blog post. However, each community does have unique features that may or
may not exist in the new platform. Social Edge leverages our expertise to
create a generic mapping from one software platform to another. Where
gaps exist we create a default path to preserve as much content and data
as possible.
Scenario A: The source platform has a polling feature but the
destination or new platform does not. Working with the client, we may
decide to take each poll from the source platform and convert it to a
.pdf file, including results, comments, and likes to preserve the content
for future viewing on the new platform.
Scenario B: The source system has a native document content type.
The new platform has something similar but it is a wiki content type
so there are differences. Here, we are likely to be able to migrate
the source documents to the wiki content type on the new
software platform.

Tooling & Scripts for Automation
Once we outline the mapping on paper, we begin to create tooling and
programmatic scripts to automate the process. Often, one or both of the
software platforms are ones that we have worked with before. In those cases,
the existing tooling will be reviewed along with relevant previous project postmortems to see what improvements we would like to make to the tooling.
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Client Focused Content
and Data Migration

Up until this point, all of this work
can occur independently and mostly
behind the scenes to the client. This
is the groundwork to generically
move content, data, and files from
Platform A to Platform B.
The next step is to customize the
process to address unique client
needs. In many cases, clients would
like to “lift and shift” their community.
From a content and data standpoint,
this means they would like to take
everything possible from their current
software platform and move it to the
new platform. Often times, this is our
client’s starting position. However, as
they evaluate their needs they may
have certain changes they might want
to make.
At times, clients are not 100% sure
how they may want to proceed with a
unique situation. We have partnered
with clients to provide a path for them
to address those use cases.
To help the client think through these
challenges as well as provide us with
the information we require to provide
a proposal, we have created the Social
Edge Migration Questionnaire. You
are welcome to leverage this tool for
your possible migration regardless of
whether you choose Social Edge as
your service provider.
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Based on business
needs, the client may
want to…

Combine certain
community groups
together into one group
on the new platform.
Split certain group data
based on criteria the
client provides.
Exclude content they
don’t want to migrate to
the new community.
Quarantine certain
content to move but later
evaluate if they would like
to delete it permanently.
Include one or two
additional content and
data sources as part of
the community to
community migration.
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Platform Configuration

The third and final area is the
configuration of the software
platform. It covers all areas of
configuration, including
design/theme to match your
brand as well as the set-up of
your community home page,
groups and landing pages.
Our clients overlook this area more
often than any other. They are
generally more focused on and
interested in the software platform
selection and ensuring their content
and data will be safely migrated over
to their new platform.

However, platform
configuration deserves
special mention as it can
be the most significant
cost of the three
components during the
migration process.
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The reason for this is that there is
no automation in this space to
move these settings from one
platform to another. Unlike the
content migration, there are no
REST APIs built into the software
platforms to pull or push these
configurations. They must be
implemented manually, which can
drive significant costs if your
community is very large.
Social Edge looks to mitigate those
costs by implementing some of the
key areas of the new platform and
then using training and
enablement strategies to help the
client do the rest on their own. We
look to partner with our clients by
facilitating train-the-trainer
programs, creating getting started
areas, providing office hours to
help support the client’s team
members responsible for various
areas of the community, and more.
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Community
Migration Project
Preparation
The previous section outlined the breakdown of the project
effort into three main components.
This section wraps a process around the project to ensure you
are covering all of the strategic considerations as well as some
key tasks and milestones. Some have called this a pre-project as
it is the preparation needed before you begin the specific tasks
to migrate to a new platform.
There are three main areas to this process:

Community Strategy
Platform Selection
Implementation Planning
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Community
Strategy
Use your migration as an opportunity
to re-evaluate and confirm your overall
community strategy. We recommend
reviewing your community objectives
and business goals as you might not
have reconsidered these since your
initial launch. While taking the time to
document this may seem trivial to
your team, the software vendors can
leverage this information to explain
how their platform can best meet your
business needs. Other strategic areas,
such as your key use cases,
governance policies, and adoption
plans, should also be reviewed and
refreshed at this time.

Platform
Selection

Lisa Allison
Enterprise
Community Manager
Analog Devices

“When we began
planning the migration of our
English and Chinese
communities into one global
community we knew we
needed a strong partner; Social
Edge was the obvious choice.
Having worked with the Social
Edge team for over five years
we understood the strengths

Your platform selection process will
undoubtedly include a possible RFP
process, vendor demonstrations, and
specific follow-ups as required on
topics such as security, single-sign-on,
metrics, and third-party integrations.
To properly prepare for this, take the
time to document areas of
importance, including key integration
points, platform sunset requirements,
and data migration needs, such as
data archiving.
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they would bring to the project.
Their attention to detail, deep
community platform
knowledge and quality
assurance focus were
fundamental to our success.”
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Implementation Planning

This final area of preparation includes key tasks and milestones to
position your team for the migration project. Preparing contracts with
the software vendor and a third-party service provider such as Social
Edge should also occur at this time.

Community Platform Selection Process
Community
Strategy

•

Platform
Selection

Business Vision
•

•

•
•

Goals and Success
Factors
High Level Use
Cases
High Level
Information
Architecture

•

Governance Model

•

Best Practices and
Adoption Plan
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•

•

Identify Target
Platforms
o

Current System

o

Key Integrations

o

Sunset Targets

Data Migration
Needs
Coordinate
Demonstrations
and Evaluations

Implementation
Planning

•

Software
Pricing/Contracts

•

Migration
Scope/Pricing

•

Set-up/Configuration
Scope
o

Key Use Cases

o

Integrations

o

Design
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Timing of a
Community
Migration Project
There are many factors to
determine the timing that
is right for your migration
project.

The good news is that there
is no penalty to starting
early. However, starting too
late can be costly.

As you would expect, each
company can be very different
in terms of their speed in
decision making, level of
purchasing governance,
overall process, number of
decision making or influencing
groups, etc. In general, larger
companies will use the higher
end of the ranges mentioned
in the chart on page 22.

At Social Edge, we have
spoken to dozens of clients
that simply did not prepare
early enough to meet the
timing of their current
platform’s renewal date. This
resulted in them renewing
with a software platform for
one to three years where they
had a strategic vision to move
to a new platform.
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There is a hidden business
opportunity cost of not moving to
the platform of your choice.
More acutely, there is a very real and
public short-term impact, as it can be
very costly to renew on your old
platform for just one year. In some
cases, the software company simply
won’t allow you to do so and you will
potentially be forced to renew for two
or three years. Three years is the
industry standard for most cloud based
software company contracts.

Kate Weaver
Director of Extranet
Communities
Heath Catalyst

“The expert team from Social
Edge had done several
migration efforts to the
platform before, so they had a
seamless process and a smart
project plan, which allowed us
to migrate the content
efficiently and with a lot less
stress than we would have, had
we tried to do it ourselves. We

Best Practice:

Start your planning 18
months prior to your
renewal/migration
date. A typical
migration project
takes 3-6 months.
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had a very successful
migration that happened on
time and on budget - what few
issues we did find were quickly
identified and mitigated.”
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Community Migration Project Timeline
Community Migration Life Cycle
Below are start times for major project tasks:

Community Migration Budgeting
12-18 months prior to software renewal

New Community Launch
Software Sections
8-10 months out
Contract Executions
Software & Services
6-8 months prior to software renewal
Discovery/Analysis Phase
Software & Services
6-8 months prior to software renewal

Post Launch Support Services
Available Upon Request

Measurement/Analytics
Strategy Support

Community Migration Project
4-6 months prior to software renewal
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Technical Support
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Budgeting

You will likely need to think about your project during the
prior fiscal year’s budgeting cycle.
Most companies have a budget cycle from January 1 to
December 31. They prepare the year’s budget from August
through November of the prior year.
The year in which you migrate from one community to another,
you will incur one-time set-up and content migration costs for
which you will need to secure budget dollars. In a worst case
situation, a December renewal date where you would look to
migrate to a new platform would need to have the budget
planning start in the August of the prior year. Let’s call this 18
months prior to your migration date. Start early!

Best Practice:

Begin your budget
planning 18 months
prior to your
migration date.

Social Edge can assist you (at no cost) to prepare those budgetary estimates.
Please email contact@socialedgeconsulting.com to learn more.
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Starting the Selection Process

We recommend starting about six months to one year in
advance of your renewal/migration date to begin working on
the practical steps of your project. The range of time is
mainly driven by your internal process.
Some companies have procurement governance requiring a full
RFP (Request for Proposal) which can be a lengthy and time
consuming process. Other companies will require extra time to
navigate several internal key stakeholders.
For an internal community, this is typically corporate
communications, information technology, and often the human
resources department and possibly some key business areas. For
an external community it is often marketing, service/support,
information technology, as well as various product and service
areas of the business.
Scheduling demonstrations, gathering feedback, compromising
and agreeing on the strategy and solution can all take
considerable time. Again, start early.

Best Practice:

Start your selection
process 6 months to
one year in advance
of your renewal/
migration date.
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Project Execution Timing

Our experience at Social Edge is a community migration
project typically takes three to six months.
This is assuming you have selected a software platform and
secured contracts with the software company and any thirdparty service providers to implement your content migration
and community configuration.
While it is possible to execute a migration in less time (we
have migrated a community from one platform to another in
as little as 30 days!) it is not best practice.
On such occasions where a client has requested us to execute
on such a project, there are often several compromises the
client must make to adhere to the shorter timeframe.

Best Practice:

Plan for your
migration project to
take 3 to 6 months
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Migration Costs
Migrating from one community software platform to another is
similar to other business driven technology projects. From a
cost perspective, clients should evaluate both the external and
internal costs required to execute on the project.
External costs include real dollar expenditures to the
software platform provider and any third-party service
provider assisting the client in the migration.
Internal costs are related to the time and effort of internal
company team members.
Although there are typically no incremental, hard-dollar
expenditures, there is a real opportunity cost to be considered
where the team members could be executing
on other projects in lieu of the community
migration project. Here are more details
on the costs of the project.
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Software Platform Costs
Our experience is that the community software industry is generally
efficient and you should expect similar software costs as you move
from one platform to another.
Depending on how aggressive your current pricing is, you may be able to
receive a discount as an incentive from the new platform to win your
business. The industry prices Cloud-based software by either user counts
or page view counts. User counts are typically used for internal
community platforms. External or customer communities tend to lean
toward using page view counts as their mechanism for pricing. However,
there are a few exceptions.
As a rule of thumb, the following pricing estimates are what we have seen
with our customers.

User Count Pricing Model

Page View Pricing Model

Enterprise

$2 - 4 / user
per month

$4K - 6K / year
per 10,000 page views
per month

SMB

$7 - 15 / user
per month

$14K – 22K / year
per 10,000 page views
per month

Enterprise has either greater than 10K users or 2.5 million page views a month.
SMB has less than 5K users or less than 500K page views per month.
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Double
Payment Issue
One issue that we see in most
every migration project is a
concern about the double
payment of software.

Software platform

As mentioned in the timing section
earlier, you will need three to six
months to execute the project. That
will require you to have procured the
new platform in advance of the final
migration/cutover. This results in you
paying for two software platforms
for at least three to six months.

vendors appreciate

They will accommodate this by
signing you up today so you can
begin your migration activities, but
not have you begin payment until
about two months prior to your
previous software’s end date.

avoid a double
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this issue and will
often work with you
during the negotiation
phase to help you
payment situation.
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Content Migration Costs
Content or data migration costs can be evaluated on their own,
independent of the software platform costs or the set-up of
the platform.
Social Edge has a detailed Migration Questionnaire to understand the
specifics of your content including the types of content and counts of each
for your source (existing) platform. Based on your destination software
platform (if known) we can work up a specific cost model. Content types
depend on what your platform supports, but can include types such as
documents, wikis, questions, discussions, polls, and events.
Although the details matter, the heart of the estimation is based on the
content counts. Based on our experience, we have a rule of thumb
migration cost we can share with you based on your total count.

Content Count

One-time Cost

Up to 5,000 pieces of content

$20K USD

5,000 to 20,000 pieces of content

$50K USD

20,000 to 100,000 pieces of
content

$75K USD

For each additional 100,000 pieces of content assume about $10K USD of additional
spend to account for additional processing and error handling efforts.
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These costs include a number of services,
including:
A review of your source and destination
platform choices and the specific content
you wish to migrate.
A content mapping plan to set the
expectation for platforms that don’t have
content types that exactly match.
Special migration planning for your content,
such as archiving of data, combining data
located in several groups, etc.
At least one dry-run that will allow the client
to review how the data looks before the
final cut-over on migration day.
A final migration cut-over with additional
assistance to handle any errors that
might arise.
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Platform
Set-up Costs
As mentioned earlier, this area
typically has the least amount
of focus by clients despite often
having the highest cost in year
one. Setting up your new
community software platform
is mainly a manual effort by
professionals that deeply
understand the product.
Either the software company’s
professional services or a thirdparty organization such as Social
Edge will assist in implementing
the branding, home page layout,
and all of the page/group layouts
required by the client.
As with the content migration,
Social Edge leverages our
migration questionnaire to
capture the key information about
your source/existing platform and
your new/desired platform (if
known). Additionally, we seek to
understand if you are looking to
“lift and shift” your community
and generally keep it the same,
or if you have adjustments you
would like to make based on
your business strategy or to
take advantage of your new
software platform.
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As a service to our clients, we do
perform budgetary estimates even
before they have selected a new
platform. We have found that the
cost for set-up can be correlated
to the number of groups that a
client needs to migrate. More
specifically, we ask the client how
many groups are simple and how
many they consider complex.
Simple Group:
A basic group that uses out of
the box features. There are
no complex HTML codes or
custom integrations.
Complex Group:
A group that leverages more than
just out of the box features. For
example, it could have custom
HTML or custom integrations with
third party products. It may also
have multiple landing pages.
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Simple Group +
Complex Group
With those two numbers we can generate
a rough estimate for the client’s set-up.

Build, Setup & Configuration Only

Total
Groups

Total Simple
Groups (Build)

Total Complex
Groups
(Build)

Estimated Fees

25
(Small)

20

5

$50,000 USD

200
(Medium)

180

20

$105,000 USD

300
(Large)

270

30

$165,000 USD
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For communities with large numbers of groups, we often partner
with the client to create train-the-trainer assistance and support
material so that subject matter experts can set up their own groups
and landing pages in a self-service way.
Keep in mind that the content/data migration will set up all of the basic
groups to provide a storage area/folder for the content. The work that is
needed is configuring the groups landing pages, typically with widgets
and design, to create usable spaces for users.

These estimates include:
Mapping of current site
Map permission groups to roles
Map content types
Homepage build out
Community set-up
Strategy workshops
Notifications set-up
Map user profiles
Creation of template(s)
Launch plans & communications support
Training (Fundamentals, Community Manager, Admin)
Recreate current theme (lift & shift)
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Internal Team Costs
Your internal team costs will typically be measured in hours logged to the
project rather than a hard dollar expenditure as the external consulting
and software costs. Typically we see the following groups, roles, and tasks
engaged during the project.

Core Team Members
For an internal community this is typically the corporate
communications area. Information Technology and Human
Resources are not far behind in terms of ownership or vested
partners.
For an external community it typically is marketing, product or
customer support/success as the owner, with Information
Technology providing support. The community manager and their
management are the key owners of the project. A project manager
that is part of the team or assigned from IT is often present and
very helpful to the project.
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Information Technology
Your IT department will typically support the project during the preselection process by providing assistance evaluating potential products.
Depending on your company's industry and IT best best practices there can
be a long list of topics your IT team will assist you in evaluating.

These typically include:
Reviewing the software’s overall fit into your company’s
technology stack
Single sign-on integration
Extensibility (ability to integrate to 3rd party products)
Security
Compliance with regulations for your industry
IT will often assign a project manager to assist in managing
the overall project plan for the community migration, internal
and external tasks and deliverables
During the project, IT usually assists with any single sign-on
integration you may have as well as any integrations with
other products in your shop.
At times, IT may have developers that help extend the
capability of the product, but that is not a typical role.
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Subject Matter Experts
For both internal and external community platforms there are other
departments and functional areas that play a supporting role in
the platform.
These groups will assist in confirming the strategic direction of the business
initiative and help shape any changes in direction moving forward. They
typically have more direct ownership of specific areas of the community and
will be hands on in confirming the data migration and set-up of their
applicable groups and landing pages.
The chart below depicts the relative time spent by each role during the
pre-project and implementation phases, which typically take around three
to six months.

% of time involved
Core Team Members

Selection Phase % of
time

During Project
% of time

Project Manager

10

10

Community Manager

60

75

CM’s direct supervisor

30

30

Director/Sponsor
Level

10

10

IT Support

10

10

Subject Matter Experts
(per group)

10

30
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Conclusion
Today’s community owners may find themselves in a
situation where they need or want to migrate to a new
community platform.
The three important areas of the migration to consider are:

Platform Selection
Content Migration
Platform Configuration
Early timing and planning is crucial and could start as early as 18 months
prior to the planned cut-over date. Additionally, we discussed some of the
typical costs and fees associated with the community migration that we hope
will be valuable to your planning.
Social Edge Consulting exclusively focuses on the community and
collaboration industry. We support a number of leading software platforms
for both internal/intranet and external/customer-facing communities. We
have served over 500 customers and have assisted with dozens of migrations
to and from various platforms.
Social Edge specializes in building beautiful online communities that
empower our clients and their employees and/or customers. For community
migrations specifically, we can assist you with budgeting, platform selection,
planning, and the execution of your community migration.
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About Social
Edge Consulting
Social Edge is a consulting company founded in 2012 that
focuses on serving businesses interested in the
community and collaboration industry.
We are a full-service business and technology organization that has
implemented over 500 communities. Our clients include companies of
all sizes and span nearly all industry verticals. Since we have been in
business, we have assisted dozens of organizations migrate their
existing communities to new software platforms.
Our business and technical skills include: community implementations,
adoption strategy, community management, design (UX/UI), and a full
set of technology skills, such as data migrations, 3rd party integrations,
and platform extensions.

Social Edge Consulting, LLC
12 S. Main Street, Suite 272
Allentown, NJ 08601
1-844-SOC-EDGE
1-844-762-3343
www.socialedgeconsulting.com
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Disclaimer
This e-book is a product of Social Edge Consulting, LLC and is for the exclusive use of our
clients and prospective clients. The views expressed in this e-book belong solely to Social
Edge Consulting, LLC, and are subject to change or revision at any time. This material is
not endorsed by any other entity, including any software partners referenced within this
publication. All costs depicted are estimates and averages; your costs may vary based on
many factors unique to your situation.
Copyright © 2020 Social Edge Consulting, LLC. All rights reserved. This product is
protected by U.S. and international copyright and intellectual property laws. Social Edge
Consulting is a registered trademark or trademark of Social Edge Consulting LLC in the
United States. All other marks and names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their
respective companies.
Any dissemination, distribution, or unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise,
except as permitted under Sections 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act,
without the prior written permission of Social Edge Consulting. Requests for permission
should be addressed to the Legal Department, Social Edge Consulting, LLC, 12 S. Main St.
Suite 272, Allentown, NJ. 08501-9998.
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